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PLYWOOD SNIPES
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Spars * Rigging * Replacement Parts * Accessories

Prompt Attention To Mail Orders

II OAT LI 'Mil IK It
Ctdar - Mahogany - Sitka Spruce
Took - Oak • Cyprtss - Redwood

WATERPROOF EXTERIOR PLYWOOD 3/32" to I" — 8' fa If long
S.nd lor Frat L.mb.r Bookl.t

Ask about FStF/f/ft finishes, available in
Plasficlear and colors. The fastest,toughest

most durable finish your boat can have.

Ask for free folder

MAURICE L. CONDON CO. INC.
:70 FEMIS AVENUE Oipl. S.I WHITE PLAINS.' N. ».
III.: WM Mill Opt" S.lurd.,1
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DARBY METCALF

FRED SCHENCK

TED WELLS

TERRY WHITTEMORE

EDDIE WILLIAMS

CARLOS BOSCH

TOM FROST

BETH OLSEN

CARL ZIMMERMAN

ADD YOUR NAME TO THIS LIST

WOOD or FIBERGLAS
Complete or Semi-Finished
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The SNIPE BULLETIN is edited and produced monthly by
Birney Mills, Executive Secretary.
Address all correspondence to:

Snipe Class International Racing Association,
655 Weber Ave. .Akron 3, Ohio, U. S. A.

Subscription Rates. ^
$2. 00 Per Year.

Owners of measured and paid-up Snipes receive
SNIPE BULLETIN as part of their membership free.

Forms close on the 15th of each month preceding publicat
ion. Material received after that date will not appear un
til a later issue. Contract advertising rates may be had on
application. Be sure and notify SNIPE BULLETIN of any
change in address,giving both old and new addresses.

Finland has New National Secretary
The following items from a letter dated October 11. 1960

contain interesting news and information for all SCIRA members:

" Three weeks ago, SCIRA in Finland had its annual meeting
in Turku. National Secretary Mr. Olof Wendell had announced
his wish to retire,and the next day I received a message that
the name of the new National Secretary is identical with mine.

Snipers in Finland feel sad about the news that Wendell is
leaving his position, and we will miss him very much. He will,
anyway, not leave Snipe sailing. At the same time, we are very
grateful to him for what he has done for Sniping here. During
iiis two year term of office,many positive things happened in
SCIAR/Finland. His energetic work led to a total re-organ -
izatlon of Sniping in our country. Relations with SCIRA were
adjusted and Finland became a full member in good standing
after many years of merely being affiliated with Die international
body. Acivity and spirit nowshow up in the class here.

With this in mind, I feel it is a great pleasure and honour to-*%
try to continue his workas well as I can. At this moment, there,
is more Snipe sailing here than ever before. The Nationals with
44 starting boats give an idea of the good feeling. New boats,
both mahogany and fiberglas,were built last winter and the
same work will be done this winter. "

The new National Secretary for Finland is Aarno Walli,
Linnankoskenkatu 10 A 17, Helsinki, Finland and he will be
happy to hear from all interested SCIRA members.

SCIRA officers have been particularly pleased with the above
developments in Finland and we give Mi-. Wendell an affectionate
pat on the back for a job well done. Finland Snipers have been
lucky to enjoy his services, and we wish Mr. Walli the same
crowning success for his term in office. SCIRA is fortunate
to have a supply of good men always ready to take over when
the time comes!

Speci'al Boat Insurance for Snipe Owners
Ownership of property entails responsibility and for many-

years a leading question in boating circles has been, " What kind
and how much insurance do you carry on your boat?" Answers
vary,but usually the reply is " None!" for the simple reason it
has either been non-existent or too complicated and burdensome
for the ordinary Snipe owner to bother with it Feeling the risks
are small, he neglects to protect both his boat and himself
against loss or damage.

Realizing that many Snipers would like a sensible and
reasonable answer to the above question,SCIRA has requested
complete information from a leading insurance company and now
we are happy to announce that, at long last, all Snipe owners
throughout the world will be able to obtain all-risk marine
insurance on a group basis in a special deal. A program has
been arranged, tailored to the exact needs of our association. """n

The plan will be available after the first of the year only to
SCIRA members in good standing. Our January issue of the
BULLETIN will contain an enclosure asking for information
to be filled out and returned. Every member is urged to co
operate. All information will then be sent to each member.



We have needed this service for years, and now we can obtain
and enjoy adequate coverage to our advantage.

The IYRU Annual Meeting
Robert N. Bavier, Jr. , of New York, attended the annual

meeting of the IYRU held in London in November. The following
' excerpts are taken from a report made by him and printed In

the December 1960 issue of YACHTING Magazine:

" An unusual number of far reaching decisions were made
at the meeting. Three items of particular interest to
American Yachtsmen were: (1) adoption of the new code of
racing rules; (2) admission of the Lightning Class to IYRU status
(3) selection of classes for the 1964 Olympics.

The adoption of a new code of racing rules is the culmination
of 13 years work in this country and abroad A year ago, the
American Rules Committee submitted a new proposal in an
effort to once again get the entire world on an identical code all
the way through in London agreement was finally reached.
(between IYRU and NAYRU) the change, I am confident, is
much for the better. Not only is the code better, but there is the
overiding advantage that it is now the same throughout the world.

The new code is effective January 1,1960, and national
authorities have until May 1 to put them into effect, if they so
desire.

the Lightning Class was formally adopted as
an IYRU Class. This was proposed by the NAYRU. Now that
the Lightning is admitted, however, they have inherited the re
sponsibility to conform to IYRU regulations the Small Boat
Committee specified that the tolerances were considered too
broad, and will require that the Class tighten these tolerances
to embrace the most successful boats built in recent years. No
existing Lightnings will be barred by this tightening, but new
ones to be built have to adhere to closer tolerances. There

were a few other minor regulations the class will have to adhere
to, but upon completion of same and the tightening of the toler
ances, the Lightnings will become an active IYRU class.

There was considerable debate about the classes for the
• 1964 Olympics. The host nation, Japan, requested that the races

be sailed in 5.5 Meters, Dragons,Stars,Snipe, and Finns, which
is the same as this year except for the Snipe replacing the Fly
ing Dutchman. There was considerable debate on this point.
Certain nations felt that,because the Snipe was the largest active
class, and active in many countries, it would be a logical
Olympic boat Others felt that as the Snipe did not have a spin
naker, and was not as modern a planing type as the Flying
Dutchman, the Olympics should adopt a boat with a "forward
look", rather than a boat of wide popularity. The final vote was
12 countries in favor of the FD and 4 in favor of the Snipe, so
the '64 Olympic classes will be the same to what they were this
year."

So there you have it! The IYRU and NAYRU have finally
gotten together on one code of racing rules. They will be made
available as soon as the changes are received. Predictions are
they will be well liked and received. Lightning becomes the
third American designed boat (after Star and Snipe) to gain IYRU
International Status. Requirements placed on the Class are
similar to those complied with by Snipe over the last two years.
Rejection of Snipe in favor of the FD is not too surprising, for it
must be remembered that the 5-0-5 and FD were both developed
by the Small Boat Committee In Europe a few years ago in an
effort to supply the Olympics with a two-man centerboard boat
which would be under their control and direction over the years.
Even though both classes have not been too popular (only 12 FDs
participated in the U. S. Nationals this year), it can hardly be
expected that they would turn their backs on their own baby as a
matter of pride, if nothing else. SCIRA hoped that Snipe might
be adopted along with the FD for this one event at least, but it is
evident it could not be done. The net result is that all contest

ants in the two-man centerboard boat will be forced to get their
hands on a FD for practice purposes over the next 4 years. 28
countries have lots of available Snipes with experienced sailors
and over 650 numbers were issued for new Snipes all over the
world this year. These same 28 countries have few, if any, FDs.
DOES THE SITUATION MAKE SENSE ?

•MB
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PAN AMERICAN GAMES

6 STRAIGHT WINS
This outstanding performance
in Ihe 1959 Pon American

Games speaks well foi the
sailing ability of Reinaldo
Conrad of Brazil and his

Murphy and Nye Snipe
Shelf Foot mainsail. If

you like to sail to win
. . . use the sails the

champions use!

Murphy and Nye

MurphytjJVye
4721 N. KEDZIE AVE. _)ae#n<zAw- •CHICAGO 25

BRANCH: 616 3RD ST. ANNAPOLIS. MD.

"Ask the man who sails one"

LOFLAND
FIBRE

GLASS SNIPES
ARE,

STILL IMPROVING
FIVE YEARS AGO, WE BUILT OUR FIRST
FIBERGLAS SNIPE I

During that time, we have produced many boats for
skippers all over the country —all satisfied that they
were getting the best Snipe on the market, a LOFLAND
SNIPE with the latest improvements. Now we have de
veloped a new mold for our 1960 deck. It's great!

AND WE ALSO ANNOUNCE:
* We have incorporated our company with a change

in name.

* We have moved into larger quarters equipped with
a much bigger and nicer shop combined with ample
show room space. We are on our way to do a more
effective job of producing Snipes - THE BETTER
TO SERVE YOU!

£,o}lar\d Sail-graft, 0nc.
4.23 NORTH BROADWAY WICHITA 19. KANSAS

clOorld't }iret '•producer o, Sibn <§taea Snip**



-HAYWARD GANO EL CAMPEONATO DE SNIPE -
SANJURJO BROTHERS GET 2nd IN HEMISPHERE RACES-BERMUDA ALSO 3rd

<s m

V:

TWO-TIME WESTERN HEMISPHERE CHAMPION "Easter"
Hayward stands behind his crew, Jimmy Amos.

Western Hemipshere Snipe Champion Bernard Hayward of
Bermuda still has the Hayward Trophy,and he takes it back home

Wetsern Hemisphere Snipe Champion Bernard Hayward of
Bermuda still has the Hayward Trophy, and he takes it back home
for the second successive time. Entering as the favorite and
sailing against p2 teams from 7 countries In a series of the best
6 out of 7 races, Hayward and James Amos convinced everyone
of their superiority when they put 3-1-2-2-1-6 together for 8911
points, a margin of 320 over their nearest competitor, Fernando
Sanjurjo of Argentina. Eugene Simmons, 1956 winner and also
of Bermuda, was 3rd with 8461. Thus the regatta, held every two
years, continued to be dominated by the experienced sailors from
Bermuda.

The regatta was held Oct. 21-30 under the auspices of the
Club Nautico San Isidro, Buenos Aires, Argentina, in conjunction
with the Sesquicentennial Celebration of the Revolution of the 25th
of May in which Argentina gained her freedom from Spain. Snipe
Fleet 274 was the official host for the series.

Entries were national champions and runners-up from each
country, plus the defending champion, and this was the sixth
Western Hemisphere Championship Regatta. Races were all
held on the Rio do Plata directly in front of the club. thirty-two
miles wide at this point and from 3 to 9 feet deep,the river
provides excellent sailing conditions with little current and all
races were sailed exactly as scheduled over a week's time, a
remarkable feat in itself. Olympic courses under IYRU rules
were sailed for the first time in major Snipe Class competition
and met with universal approval. Weather conditions were
generally favorable,with little or no rain. Fresh winds the first
part of the week under stormy conditions lightened toward the
end and provided a range of from 25 to 5 mph and a true test of

^

THE RUNNER-UP TEAM - Fernando Sanjurjo (left) and his
crew,brother Jorge,of Buenos Aires, Argentina.

all types of sailing.
Hayward sailed consistently under all conditions. The first

two races under heavy seas and strong winds saw him In the lead
with a 3rd and 1st, and while he had a 10th in the 3rd race (which
he subsequently dropped), he bounced back with a 2nd the next
whne sailing conditions were the roughest encountered all
during the week. He cinched the title with a 2nd and 1st in light
airs In the next two races.

Fernando and Jorge Sanjurjo, brothers who competed in the
Pan-American Games in Chicago,carried Argentina's hopes for
victory and made a grand fight for it right through the series. A
7th place in Die 4th race was their worst and " Easter" Hayward
Simply had to be good to beat their consistency. Hayward made
excellent starts, usually on the leeward end of the line, and once
he got away with some free wind, he was almost impossible to
catch, hi several races, he gradually crept up to top positions,
Improving steadily on each leg. There were no flukes in his
performance and very little luck was involved - either good or
bad.

While there were some equipment failures when the wind and
waves were high which caused some withdrawals, this series was
marked by the fact there were no restarts, recalls, or can
cellations in 7 races run off a day apart.

The racing schedule started Saturday afternoon with a tune-
up won easily by Gabriel Gonzales of Brasil - not unexpected in
high winds and rough water, It was like his own river at home.
But Bermuda took over from here on and Gonzales did not repeat
his performance until the last race of the series after the die
was cast.

Under same weather conditions, the Sunday opener saw
Kenny Simmons first over the starting line with Sanjurjo and
Gonzales right behind him, but at the windward mark, Hayward
had moved up to 3rd and that was the race from there on - the
leaders never changing positions and finishing in order. It was
a rugged race!

In the 2nd race with milder winds of 8-10 mph, Wolcott,San
jurjo, and Levinson made beautiful starts on the leeward end of
the line,but again at the windward mark, Bermuda had moved in
and Hayward was lsl.Oatley 2nd. and Levinson 3rd with ,
Wolcott and Sanjurjo dropping back to 4th and 5th. After the 3rd
mark,the wind increased to 15-20 mph and many changes took
place,and it was Bermuda all the way with Hayward lst.Oatley
2nd, and Sanjurjo 3rd. Wolcott and Levinson dropped back to
5th and 8th,while Simmons, who overturned his boat to fix a main



halyard and was 1 min. 40 sec. back of the entire fleet, made a
grand recovery to come in 7th.

Wind and sea conditions abated somewhat on Tuesday and
Sanjurjo, Oatley, and Wolcott led the way, but in shifty and dying
breezes, Altmayer of Brazil and Levinson took over at the first

- mark with a substantial lead over the rest of the fleet and were
never threatened again. Unfortunately, Altmayer lost his rudder
on the last beat and had to abandon the race, and the finish was
Levinson,Oatley,and Gonzales (later disqualified). Hayward
took a tack by himself in to shore and a 10th for his worst score.

High water,very choppy seas,and winds 18-22 mph greeted
the sailors in the 4th race. Victor Pena Pampin of Uruguay led
Oatley and Wolcott on a windward start and he got way out in
front,but right before the mark,his mast broke and he was
through. Oatley led Altmayer around, but then Altmayer sailed
away from all the boys to a gratifying first after his DNF of the
day before. Hayward, who had been in the middle of the fleet,
showed his championship qualities when he started to move on
the last two beats to nudge Sanjurjo out of a 2nd place. This
comeback put him 113 points ahead of Sanjurjo for overall
standing at the end of the 4th race with Levinson and Simmons
not far behind.

The 5thevent brought almost perfect weather after the cloudy
skies of the days before with light winds and no waves. Levin
son, Wolcott, and Altmayergot away first,but at the first mark,
the two Argentine boats were in front, and there they stayed in a
dying wind, followed by the oilier three around the next two mark
the two Argentine boats were in front.and there they stayed in a
dying wind followed by the other three around the next two
marks. But then the wind picked up and the Bermuda Wonders
made their move. Sure enough, they came from way back to get
In between Levinson and Wolcott, who had passed the Argentine
skippers, andso 2nd went to Hayward and 3rd to Simmons. This
was probably the critical turning point,for Sanjurjo got a 7th and
Easter was 269 points out in front while Simmons jumped ahead
of Levinson.

The last two races were run in perfect weather with clear
I skies and varying,Shifty winds of 6-8 mph. Simmons, Levinson,

and Soares'got good starts in the 6th race, but from here on
Levinson faded away as he had changed to flat sails expecting
increasing winds which never came and he finished lltli for his
worst race. At the first mark it was Hayward, Cuba, and
Simmons. With the order unchanged until the last beat, Cuba
droppedback,Simmons moved into 2nd,and Sanjurjo popped up
for a 3rd. This victory put Hayward in a commanding position.

Saturday was another beautiful day with winds of 8-12 mph
but very choppy waves. The start at the leeward end of the line
had Simmons, Sanjurjo, Wolcott, Gonzales, and Levinson bunched
together,but then they tacked with Simmons and Sanjurjo going
to shore,Gonzales and Levinson to sea, while Wolcott was in the
middle. The shore tack proved bad, for Levinson and Gonzales
had a nice lead at the mark. Here Gonzales took over and the

THE 1956 WINNER KENNETH SIMMONS (rt. ) and his crew,
Bobby Soares,came in third.

rest of the way around was a merry chase with Levinson vainly
trying to catch him while managing to keep ahead of Simmons
and Sanjurjo. It was a close race and they finished in order.
Hayward never did get moving in this race; he was 6th at the
first mark and 6th at the finish,but that was all he needed to win
the title by 320 points over Sanjurjo. It was a well-deserved
victory!

Following an impressive ceremony Sunday evening during
which a large military band played national anthems as each
flag was lowered,a large crowd gathered on the veranda of the
club house for the presentation of trophies and listen to many
speeches. The farewell banquet was that night in the club.

And thus another great SCIRA International regatta became
history. It was one of the best in every way. The fine people
of the club who acted as hosts had unsurpassed hospitality; the
large clubhouse with complete facilities (a uniformed corps of
professionals was always present to lend a hand when needed);
and excellent sailing waters — all under perfect organization —
upheld the reputation of the past and established high standards
for future Western Hemisphere Races. Everyone was glad he
had the privilege to come and all left with great regret.

— Birney Mills

1960 WESTERN HEMISPHERE CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES

SAN ISIDRO YACHT CLUB - BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA - Oct. 22-30

SAIL COUNTRY SKIPPER - GREW RAGES 1 2 5 4 5 6 7 Pts.Fin.

9879 Bermuda Bernard Hayward-James Amos 5 1 10x 2 2 1 6 8911 1

11859 Argentina Fernando Sanjurjo-Jorge Sanjujo 2 5 4 5 7x ? 4 8591 2

9884 Bermuda Eugene Simmons-Robert ooares 1 7x 5 7 5 2 3 8461 5
12192 United States Harry Levinson-Alan Levinson 6 8 1 4 1 11x 2 8404 4
12115 Brazil Gabriel Gonzales-Nelson Picolo 4 4 DSQx 5 11 8 1 762p 5
9882 Bermuda Robert Oatloy-George Brown 11x 2 2 8 8 6 7 7601 6

12110 Brazil Gastao Altmayer-Paulo Paradeda 5 6 DNFx 1 6 4 DNF 7499~ 7
9497 United States John Wolcott - Marna Wolcott 7 5 6 11x 4 7 5 7498 8

9144 Cuba Glemente Inclan-Carlos Inclan 9 12 9 6 DNFx 5 9 6454 9
9455 Canada Ina Sullivan - Dave Scarfs 12 10 7 10 5 13* 10 6170 10

11826 Argentina Luis Orella - Angel Orclla 10 9 5 9 DSQx 12 DNF 6078 11

8010 Uruguay Victor Pena Pampin-F.Figueroa 8 11 8 DNFx 10 9 DNF 5847 12

11750 Uruguay Alfredo Rossi - Orosman Pingaro 15 15 11 DNFx 9 10 8 5542 15
x denotes race drouT)ed5



U.S. National Champions Harry and Buzz Levinson in Argentina.

UNI-PLY SNIPE
• NEW PLYWOOD METHOD OF

CONSTRUCTION Gives Proper
Weight Distribution.

• ENGINEERED for Racing.

• DESIGN DETAILS

by Frank Levinson and Clark Mills.
Standard Racer complete. . . $ 995. 00
Special Self-Bailing Racer. . 1195. 00

C learwatcr Bay
Marine Ways, Inc-
900 NORTH OSCEOLA AVENUE

CLEARWATER FLORIDA

HARRY LEVINSON GOES

TO ARGENTINA RACES

Sailing in the Western Hemispheres in Argentina this past
October was truly a memorable experience. In fact,there is
so much to tell that it is hard to know where to start. My
brother, Buzz, and I flew to New York where we met Birney
Mills, the Wolcotts.and the Canadian team of Ina Sullivan and
Dave Scarfe and boarded a Jet Comet IV of the Aerovias

Argentina for Buenos Aires. After traveling for 20 hours
and surviving overnight on cold chicken and various other
interesting foods, we were happy to have arrived and our
genial hosts soon made us forget the discomforts of the past
night.

Augustin Melano, Transportation Committee Chairman, and
Angel Arrojo.a contestant,drove us to our hotel downtown,and
thence to the yacht club in San Isidro for dinner that evening,
where we met contestants from all the countries represented.
At that time I began to know a fine group of Snipers, with whom
I enjoyed sailing against, partying, and associating throughout
the championship.

The next day Buzz and I moved out to the yacht club to be
closer to activities, and bunked in a room with the Canadian
team on one side and the Cubans, Dr. Clemente Inclan and his
"crazy" cousin Carlos, better known as Medicito (little
doctor). We didn't need an alarm clock to awaken us, for every
morning Mente and Medicito would start arguing about some
thing, and soon we would all be in the conversation. The first
race went badly for them, so Medicito told his skipper, "You
sailed very badly today, Mente". As Mente (who speaks very
good English) later recounted to us, "Some crew I have; I
already feel bad for coming in at the last, and then he says this
to me!"

Our hats go off to the Bermudians.for they sailed a very fine
series of races. Easter Hayward set a very fast pace and
captured enough psts,2nds,and 3rds to take the regatta handily.
In both light air and heavy wond he sailed superbly, and together -
with his crew, Jimmy Amos, did a fine job. Penny Simmons won
the first race,had a few bad races,but still did a good job
finishing third overall. It was nice to have Commodore Reggie
Tucker from Bermuda on hand at this event, for he has done
much to promote Sniping in this hemisphere.

One of the best sailors in our hemisphere is a fellow from
Argentina, Fernando Sanjurjo. He gave Easter a tussle all the
way, leading in the first few races, but yielding to Easter's
mastery of the Plata River waters during the latter races.
Fernando;s own boat ( which he did not sail in the series under
the rules) is an extreme self-bailer, having the deck rounded
into a shallow cockpit which couldn't have been over 5 inches
deep. The Cubans will verify this as they called it a surfboard)
Fortunately, we drew it on a windy day and got a fourth in it.
Fernando participated in the ocean races during Bermuda Race
Week ;ast year, and is contemplating the next Race Week in a
new design, 42 foot boat. He was up to our Pan-American Games
and hopes to be in New York next year. He and his brother,
Jorge, make a fine team. His parents held a cocktail party
one evening which turned out to be a dinner and a dance, also,
to the very lively Argentina and Brazilian zambas,etc. ,in the
Sanjurjo living room.

Every evening, some new party or dinner was given. The
night we went to the Boca restaurant down in the Italian quarter
on the waterfront where the tango dance originated was festive
beyond belief. Crowded on benches around a long saw-horse
table, we started off with the most unusual food I have ever had
— fried minnows (Indiana diagnosis-Ed. ),then bits of octopus,
and finally some sort of spaghetti with cans of peaches passed
around for dessert. All the while, the wine was making talk
turn to singing and shouting; eating food became secondary to
visiting nearby tables and making noise, while the music brought
dancing between the tables throughout the entire place. From
the Brazilians shining the bald head of a waiter to Reggie
Tucker's astonishing exhibition of the British military pre -
sentation of arms with an antique musket, it was an evening not

(Continued on page 10)
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-DISTRICT 3 HOLDS CHAMPIONSHIP REGATTA—
DEXTER THEDE AND BOB FRAHM TAKE TOP HONORS-WIN DUNPHY TROPHY TEAM SERIES
THEDE ADDS INDIVIDUAL CHAMPIONSHIP FOR 2nd CLEAN SWEEP OF SERIES ^

with Thede 2nd, Carl Zimmerman 3rd, Tim Scanlon with Buzz
Levinson as crew 4th, and Bob Frahm 5th.

The Sunday morning race was plagued with very light and
shifty winds, and the race committee delayed the start for
almost 30 minutes in setting out a proper starting line. When
it was finally ready,the course turned out to be a good one,
with 3 beats'and plenty of action to interest TV spectators.
At the second mark, Thede was leading Levinson around, but
then Levinson fell back to 12th place. But he recovered in a
spectacular and well-planned maneuver by sailing along the
north shore and came out of the pack to be 1st at the next mark.
From then on, it was a duel between 4 leading boats, with Harry
edging Thede for the victory followed by Zent and Frahm.

The Frahm team (with wife Ann as crew) again proved
themselves as one of the district's finest, for they sailed
consistently (5-5-4) and picked up runner-up honors in the
individual championships. Major Hall with his father Rowland
as crew showed himself to be a sailor of considerable worthy
note, as he captured third place in the regatta along with the
Larry Wheeler Trophy as the outstanding junior for the second
straight year.

Harry Levinson,with two lsts and a DSQ finished 4th in the
final standing. Colton Weatherston, another fine young sailor
from Green Lake, Michiganhad a 7-11-7 to take 5th place.

Four skippers from Watkins Lake showed up for the regatta
and enjoyed the fun. Glenn Fries, who had sailed only 7 or 8
races in a Snipe (he's a former Lightning sailor) sailed to a
creditable tie for 8th place which is pretty good for a first
time regatta with tough competition. — Frank Fehsenfeld

DISTRICT 3 CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES

REEDS LAKE - GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN - JULY 22-24, 1960

BOAT SKIPPER — CHEW HA3SS 1 2 5 PT3.Fin

9732 Dex Thede - Volerie Thedo 1
2740 3ob Fraha - Ar.no Freha 5
1C318 Major Hall - Rowland Hall 3
12192 Harry Lovinson - George Hay DSQ
10170 Colton Woothorston - Jim Hodg3on 7
10010 Murylyn Karrett - Murray Ronfrow 1}
8600 Paul Zont - Herb Zent 2
1220J CI"" Fries - Mary Jo Fries 8
7902 Darcy Harwood - Lance Caston 6
6774 3111 Waring - Park Johnston 4
7999 John Fehsenfeld - Han Fehsenfeld 12
11?71 Tic Scanlon - Buzz Lovinson D!J?
11562 Ron Payne - Ji= McKinstray 11
7346 Rick Bolich - Peg Bolich 9
12660 Bud Hook - Jim Richter 10
10175 Carl Zirjr:erman - Jeff Snodgrass DN7
11775 J°o Panian - Ron Shllakes \6
121^0 Spike Sherriff - Linda Chynowskl 17
IOO56 Gray Fischer - Rog Turner 18
8076 Bob 3ighan - Arnold Adkins 14
9}52 John Call - Alice Pcrter 22
IOSCO Bill Tlcknor - Dave Ticknor 15
12164 Dave Orcen - Jo Ann Green 19
IO3I8 3otfnio Urquhart - Candy Hxkghes 25
IO983 Martha Bcudeaan - T02 Vanderaolen 20
12125 Loon Irish III - Virginia Irish 24
7J81 Bob Harris - John Janak 23
IO855 Chuck Morris - Carol Morris 21
12202 Bon Wobor - Arlene Weber 26

The annual District 3 business meeting was held on the
clubhouse lawn after supper with Governor Harry Levinson
presiding. Reports were given and new officers elected. Dex
Thede (Grand Rapids) takes over as Governor; Bud Hook
(Indianapolis) as Vice-Governor; Bob Bigham (Cincinnati)
as Rear-Governor; Ross Harris (Chicago) as Secretary; and
Frank Fehsenfeld (Grand Rapids) Treasurer. Tentative plans
were made to hold the winter meeting on January 28th at Kala
mazoo. Shortly after being elected Governor, Thede left for
Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri, to start six months active duty
with the National Guard.

THE CHAMPIONS - Commodore Ray Johnston (left) presents the
trophy to Dexter Thede and his crew, sister Valerie. Also shown
is a lot of other liardware with the Dunphy Trophy at left.

Snipe may have scored another first in small boat racing
when the final two races of the individual championship of
District 3 were completely televised from start to finish,
with a tack-by -tack and a puff-by-puff account being given
of each race. Sports announcers Al Ackerman and Bob O'Hara
described the action with fine assistance of two local Snipe
sailors, Richard Grant and Frank Fehsenfeld. When the action
slowed down a little on the lake, they showed a Snipe and ex
plained how the class grew,also giving a short history of SCIRA,
along with interesting aspects of the competition at hand.
WOOD-TV broadcasted the action live throughout Western
Michigan.

Grand Rapids sailors were not very easy pickings for the
visiting Snipers, for the local club took claim to the Dunphy
Team Race Trophy and the first three spots in the Chalmers
Burns Individual Championship series. Dexter Thede scored
his second clean sweep of the honors by teaming with Bob
Frahm to take the Dunphy Series and then walked away with
the individual series. Harry Levinson of Indianapolis made
his presence well known, however, as he finished first in three
of the five races.

The regatta got off to a good start when 9 teams sailed for
the Dunphy Team Trophy on Friday. The first race started
with light winds and turned into a drifter at the first mark.
With dancing zephyrs blowing all over the lake, positions changed
frequently. When the finish gun sounded, Harry Levinson was
first, followed by Thede, Frank Fehsenfeld, Major Hall, and Bob
Frahm. In the afternoon race, the winds freshened to bring
Thede and Frahm into the first 2 places, a sure way to wrap
up a team race victory. Levinson and Tim Scanlon of Indian
apolis teamed for the second place,followed by Hall and Bill
Waring of Indianapolis. 18 boats were in this series.

29 Snipers answered the starting gun for the first race of
the individual championship series Saturday morning. The
winds were steady at 5-8 mph and Paul Zent of Indianapolis soon
took a substantial lead. However, Thede's knowledge of the lake
helped him catch Zent and Thede finished a scant 2 feet ahead
in a thrilling stretch duel. Levinson finished 7th,but picked up
a DSQ which seriously affected his final standing.

The afternoon race Saturday went to Levinson all the way,
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5 4 3961 2
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11 / 3212 "5
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DSQ 5 3086 7
10 12 2891 8
6 20 2891 9

t-.r? 6 2790 10

12 9 2706 11

4 8 2654 12

0 16 2614 n
16 11 2549 14

15 U 2421 15
5 Dsq 1761 16

IS 25 1755 17
1/ 18 1681 18
18 17 I634 19
DSQ 14 15"9 20

14 19 1574 21

20 21 1517 22

19 24 1257 23
24 K 1221 24

21 26 1066 2«>

25 22 906 26
22 28 854 27
26 27 821 28

23 25 8O5 29



ACTION WAS CLOSE IN THE DISTRICT 3 REGATTA. Major Hall, junior 3rd place winner, was usually up front in 10818

KENNETH E. WATTS

mmi m CHAMH#flj»»

Recognize these winning grins? These happen to
be worn by the new National Snipe Champion,
Richard Tillman, and his crew, Beth Norwood.
Had we the space we would like to display many
more such winning smiles, including those of the
Jr. National Snipe Champion, Leslie Larson.

Perhaps most pleasing to us is the realization that
each entry in this national championship series is
a fleet champion in his own right, and more than
half of the entries used Watts sails, recognizing
their championship caliber.

cu&~~
'ottA

TORRANCE, CALIFORNIA



IYRU AND THE OLYMPICS

Unofficial but trustworthy reports have it that the Inter
national Yacht Racing Union, in its recent meeting in London,
has picked the Flying Dutchman instead of the Snipe for the
next Olympics in spite of Japan's request that the Snipe be
chosen.

I also don't officially know who voted which way,but I have
some ideas. The arguments are familiar and of long standing,
and, in my opinion, not very goodones,but here they are. The
Snipe is too old a design - new,modern types should be used.
(Why not use nothing but Catamarans, then 7) The Snipe has no
spinnaker. (Trie Finn has no jib - so what?) Anobvious object
ion to these objections is that the Star is also old and has no
spinnaker, yet has been in the Olympics for years. The truth
seems to be that those who are agin Snipe are also agin the
Star, and are counting on getting it tossed out of the Olympics,
perhaps after the 1964 meet.

The argument that the Snipe is by far the largest inter
national class, with more members in more fleets in more
countries, does not seem to counteract the desire for newness
for the sake of newness, andthe fact that Snipe has> demonstrated
for years the ability to race under a wider range of wind and
wave conditions than any other small boat does not,apparently,
overbalance the desire for things as complicated,fancy,and
expensive as possible.

The question now is: what to do next? The Immediate re
action is - so what? The IYRU needs Snipe more than Snipe
needs IYRU, although I am sure they don't recognize this fact.
Our world-wide organization is bigger and better than that of
any class they originated, so let them go jump in the nearest
river, lake,or ocean with their ideas of what it takes to make a
good championship regatta, which, after all, is all that the
Olympics are. We have good ones every year - not every four!
This is the immediate reaction, but not the one I think we should
follow.

Since it is almost four years until the next Olympics, maybe
I'm jumping to a conclusion when I assume a decision made now
is final. I don't know about that, but I'm sure of one thing, any
change in this decision will be brought about only by continued
efforts by fleets outside of the United States to get the IYRU
d 'agates in their countries to pull for Snipe. Nothing can be
accomplished from here.

Since getting into the Olympics was the main reason for
trying to get recognized as an InternationalClass by the IYRU,
let's see what these efforts have done for us and to us. The first
thing was, of course, the tightening up of tolerances. About a
year of work resulted in the proposed new tolerances being
printed in the BULLETIN in February 1959. Apparently no one
read these as there were no comments until about six months

tvrvrtm aaaaaaaasmvsvn s a » a »»'»'» a a a »w svvs~r*~»^vv*-irsvvvrn ate

Pne-otoMibled Snipe Frame Kits
We believe we have, at last, perfected what we think is a
Fool-Proof Snipe Frame Kit for either plywood or plank.

Kit Including erecting platform $195. 00
With deck frames 225. 00
Craft paper patterns cut to fit the individual
kit for plywood bottoms and sides Included.

COMPLETE SNIPE leu nils — $795.00

With MURPHY & NYE advanced design Dacron
Main and Genoa Sails $975. 00

Crating extra - Syracuse,New York,area.
Rt. 1 Box 54

%<H0tO4>t>& Central Square, N.Y.
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later when loud cries of anguish came from California where
theyfelt that something had been put over on them in changing
the deck crown (which has finally now arrived back at the old
5" maximum. The change was admittedly not a good Idea).

There have been some misgivings about the ability of home
and amateur builders to meet the new tolerances,but so far no ^^
actualcases have come up. On one boat builthere (by a home /<mk
builder),everything was right on the buttonexceptfor twoplaces
where he had secured some old frames from someplace and
hadn't checked them, and they were miles off. There have been
some troubles on sheer width tolerances on fiberglas boats
(admittedly, these were tight),but they have nothing to do with
IYRU. There are still people who think that even within the
present tolerances It Is possible to juggle them and build a
faster hull. The fact that I don't agree with them doesn't make
them wrong, andthe fact that they think this is still possibledoes
prove that the tolerances must be as small as possible to pre
serve the one-design status of Snipe.

Most other changes that have been made have been for
reasons other than IYRU opinion. The latest changes, approved
by the Board In Clearwater, have not been published as it was
felt desirable to wait for IYRU approval. They might as well be
published now as I have a feeling the Board of Governors will
not nowlook kindly on objections by the IYRU to changes they
have considered and approved for the good of the boat and the
class. However, I feel that on balance,our association withthe
IYUR has been beneficial and I don't think we should get mad or
give up because at the moment, we won't be sailingSnipes in
Japan in 1964i

(HARRY LEVINSON continued from page 6)
to be forgotten soon.

Another night we had dinner at the Naval Officers club in
Buenos Aires; another night an outdoor barbecue (asado) at
a nearby yacht club; and several nights,dinners and entertain
ment at the yacht club itself.

Most of the boats we sailed were good boats; in fact, there
were no real clunkers. About half of them had self bailers
made with a flat plywood floor and quite comfortable to sail. ™
These boats all used a main-sheet jam fastened to the floor of*
the self-bailer — an arrangement which worked very well.
In heavy winds,these boats were better, and one of the heavy
wind races we won was in this type of boat owned by Carlos
Vilar Castex, 1948 Snipe Class World Champion, a most con
genial host during the entire week.

Another top sailor is Gabriel Gonzales from Brazil. He
appeared so comfortable sitting well outside the boat,easily
working it to weather in the heaviest winds, that it was most
discouraging to Buzz and me as we huffed and puffed to keep our
boat upright while he steadily churned past us. But now l
know that I don't know much about heavy wind sailing! His
partner,Gustano Altmayer,was another top heavy weather
sailor. Both Brazilian teams had DSQs and other misfortunes
which prevented them from finishing higher in the series.

These are a few of the highlights of our trip. It was all
wonderful, and competing with top sailors throughout thehemi
sphere was a thrilling experience I shall long remember. The
new Snipe friends we made, the fine people who wereour hosts
in Argentina, and thecontestants themselves made me realize
what a fine class we have. When SCIRA sailors met there, they
brought with them a wonderful spirit of keen competition,
sportsmanship, and congeniality. Such events as this go far in
promoting not only Snipe throughout the world, but the world
Itself as a better place to live in. Countries will better under
stand each other when their peoples get better acquainted with
each other and it has been demonstrated that Snipers all over
the world, with much In common,soon become fastfriends. And
though the expense of sending our representatives was con
siderable, the results were certainly deeper andlongerlasting
than the score board will indicate. ^%

Fewsailors will ever have the opportunity to represent their j
country in one of these big international regattas andwill never
realize what grand events they are. But all will have a chance
to see the next WorldChampionship in September in Connecticut.
It will be bigger than any Olympic sailing event, so plan to come!



Western Hemisphere Secretaries Meet
National Secretaries (or their representatives) from

Argentina, Bermuda, Brazil, Canada, Cuba, United States, and
Uruguay comprised the biennial meeting of the Western Ilemi-

. sphere Secretaries held in Buenos Aires October 27,1960.
The following proposals and suggestions were discussed

and some definite action taken accordingly:

(1) The reigning Western Hemisphere champion is
entitled to defend his title,but if he is also the present
National Champion or runner-up, then he is considered
part of the two teams eligible to participate. In case he
doesn't qaulify in his nationals,he will become an
automatic entry provided only he has been an active
member of his Snipe fleet and complied with all class re
quirements during the season preceding the championship
regatta.

(2) Under Section 5 paragraph 9 page 2 of the Rules for
conducting Championship Regatta, it was proposed by Mr.
Guevara of Argentina that all boats not finishing within
3 1/2 hours be given an equal ranking of a DNF instead of
trying to determine their relative positions at the time of
withdrawal of the race committee form the finish line.

This motion was approved.

(3) Under Section 10 paragraph (a) of the same rules, it
was moved by Mr. Guevara that a uniform starting pro
cedure be adopted for all major Snipe regattas regard
less of where they are held instead of using the local
rules of the host country. He proposed that the IYRU
starting rules be adopted and this recommendation be
made to the Board of Governors. His motion carried.

(4) Every National Secretary was urged to send in
important factual data for the major (at least the National
Regatta) events in his country for inclusion in the annual
rule book.

fc (5) Commodore Rafael Posso of Havana,Cuba, was re
elected to another two year term as General Secretary
for the Western Hemisphere.

(G) It was unanimously agreed to accept the invitation of
the Yacht Clube dos Jangadeiros of Porto Alegre, Brazil,
for the 1962 Western Hemisphere Races and so recom
mended for confirmation by the Board of Governors.

The 1961 Rule Book
In case you didn't read the fervent plea to send in material

for the 1961 Rule Book as printed in the November BULLETIN,
please be reminded that your help in making this the best one
yet is earnestly solicited Send in all information and also those
suggestions you have been thinking about during the summer.
And don't be bashful about asking some of your suppliers of
boating needs to advertise in this class organ. Also, we are
quite anxious to find these "lost" Past-Commodores of SCIRA:

1934 - M. J. Davis,California 1940 - H. R. Schuette, Wis.
1935 - A. H. Bosworth, Florida 1941 - Perry Bass, Texas

1944 - Perry Green, Oklahoma

If you can supply their last addresses or know anything at all
about their present whereabouts, please send the information in
at once - it will be greatly appreciated.

Midwinter and Nassau Race Dates

Courtney Ross and Francis Seavy are co-Chairmen of the
Midwinter International Snipe Regatta held every year at the
Clearwater Yacht Club in Clearwater, Florida, and they send
notice that the next event will be March 7-10,1961. This is
the conventional time of year for this 24-year old series

-- and since the above dates are from Tuesday to Friday, it will
probably be preceded or/and followed by other sailing dales in
nearby localities as in the past. Further details will be
announced as released, but you can now go ahead with definite
plans for a nice vacation in early March.
Basil Kelly reports that Bahamas Race Week will be held April
2-8.1961 with boats shipped free from New York. Details later.

WANTED AND FOR SALE DEPARTMENT

CLASSIFIED ADS. Used Boats and Equipmentl
Why not try an ad here for only five cents a word, at a I
minimum charge of $2. 00 ? RESULTS WILL BE GOOD!

DO YOU NEED A NEW MAST? Get a complete set of plans
for the CHAMPION round mast for Snipes designed by Ted
Wells and build your own. 4 sheets of blueprints with all
details for hardware and rigging for only Si. 00 per set.
SCIRA,655 Weber Ave. , Akron 3,Ohio.

BUILD YOUR OWN TRAILER. You can get blue-prints and a
detailed instruction sheet for two different types of trailers
which were especially designed by snipers to fit a SNIPE. Why
spend a lot of money ? Only SI. 25 postpaid, complete.

SCIRA, 655 WEBER AVE. , AKRON 3,01110.

WEAR SNIPE INSIGNIA. A good quality emblem 2 1/2" x 1 1/2"
suitable for wear on caps,pockets of blazers, jackets,sweaters,
shirts.etc. A bright red Snipe embroidered on dark blue felt
surrounded by yellow braid. Very attractive — shows up good!
Advertise the fact that you own the best little boat in the world
and belong to a grand organization. Get them for Si. 00 each
from SCIRA. 655 Weber Ave. , Akron 3, Ohio.

AT LAST! MADE ESPECIALLY FOR SNIPERS! A high quality
screw button for yachting caps with a crossed anchor emblem.
A red Snipe on a dark blue pennant with white enamel background
-~ all outlined in gold. Can be worn in coat lapel, too. Obtain
able only from SCIRA,655 Weber Ave. .Akron 3.Ohio,at SI. 50
each. Fill that empty space on your cap with class insignia!

SNIPE POST CARD IN COLOR showing beautiful scene of
Snipes racing in the Western Hemisphere Bermuda Races.
Appropriate Snipe and SCIRA information on the bacK. A great
way to advertise your hobby and the Snipe Class at the same
time. You will be proud of the card - use it for any purpose!
Obtainable only from SCIRA, 655 Weber Ave. .Akron 3,Ohio,
for ten cents each or 20 for Si. 00 postpaid;

ATTENTION, MICHIGAN SNIPERS ! One day delivery service
by United Parcel from SAILAND.4300 Haggerty Rd. .Walled
Lake, Michigan. Bring your troubles to Leon Irish!

FOR SALE: SNIPE 1007. Excellent condition with one suit of
ULMER full cut sails; one WATTS medium main. 4 times fleet
champion. 1st in Wells Series in 1957. S850. 00. Write to
Dan Wesselhoft, 404 S. Adams St. , Peoria, Illinois

ARE YOU BUYING OR SELLING ANYTHING ? USE THIS SPACE !
It's the best way to get in touch with the Snipe market. TRY IT!

SNIPE JEWELRY
MA0> 0*0***+

STERLING SILVER

SNIPE KEY CHAIN
as shown $6. 00

BELT BUCKLE

TIE BARS

CUFF LINKS

EAR RINGS

Write us for information

BURGEE MASTERS OF AMERICA
182 Geary St.

San Francisco California

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
THEY DESERVE YOUR SUPPORT
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Stripe ^ccilcUtty r^ta*t4-
BLUEPRINTS . . $5.00

REVISED JULY 1960

SCIRA 655 WEBER AVE. AKRON 3, OHIO

FOR SNAPPY SNIPE SAILING!
BOAT SAILING $1. 00

AMATEUR BOAT BUILDING $4. 00

by William F. Crosby

Designer of SNIPE 6 OTHER SMALL BOATS.

Rudder Publishing Co., 575 Lexington Ave.. New York 22, N. Y.

THIS TAG IS YOUR ASSURANCE OF

A TOP QUALITY RACING SAII

Charles'Morgan^
&>«&*"-r'^r-vA

^@0&^**M
5+ rerarsburg, Florida"

_ .<

P.O. Box 508X St. Petersburg, Florida

<?S> AT THESE PRICES,

WHY BUY ANY ROPE

BUT DU PONT "DACRON"

HC

Startling prices? Why?
Direct, manufacturer-to-skippor sales only!"

At these prices, manila isobsolete. ^*fl\""
^^a&&aa^•^l^s^v^>a«st^a^^yat^'.•alI.^-.-^:^ >>i---Si>y

price breaking strength ^JU
1/4" 6c ft

or*, 5/16" 11Cft «*<**•„J 3/8" T4cft 2600 lbs balanced plie(J
lenglh 7/16" 18'/jcft 3700 lbs yarn conslruction

Guaranteed: Sea/Line Brand 100% Du Pont "Dacron"

wnle lor sample "Dacron". nylon or both

WEST PRODUCTS CORP. DEPT. VI P. 0. BOX 797. NEWARK 1. NEW JERSEY

1150 lbs

2000 lbs
lo U. S. Navy

CUSTOM BUILT SNIPES
MASTS- BOOMS-RUDDERS

CENTERBOARD LIFTS

THE FAMOUS

SHEET JAM
our specialty/j/3^

Patent no. 2-627,834 ^/CX"
DUFFY^ ROBERTS *y

KJSft/ I* Patr

\
1810 S. Orchard Knobb ChaHonooga 4, Iv
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ELYSTROM SAILS
HELLERUP, DENMARK

r.o.B.

ESStX.

CONN.

STANDARD SIZE • 60« WEIGHT • HONED EDGES

Every Sailor Needs It

SCIENTIFIC SAILBOAT RACING
Juf 'Jed iVelh

The "SNIPER'S BIBLE" has very recently been thoroughly
revised, completely reseLand enlarged by some 20% of new
material. This new edition includes all the fruiLs of Ted's

experience since he wrote the first one, a matter of an ad
ditional eight years of mighty rewarding sailing.

SEX DOLLARS direct from SCIRA or any book store

DODD, MEAD tt CO., 432 Fourth Ave., Now York 16, N. Y.

I
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